The in-plane compressive response of corrugated core sandwich columns is investigated analytically, numerically, and experimentally. Failure mechanisms have been identified and include macro buckling, shear buckling, and face wrinkling. Analytical formulae are developed for these mechanisms and used to create failure mode maps as a function of column geometry and material properties. Failure maps are created using measured material properties of 304 stainless steel, from which corrugated core columns are designed to experimentally probe each failure regime. The results are compared to the predictions. The results demonstrate that the predictions accurately capture both the critical failure load and failure mechanism. They also highlight the influence of both local and global boundary conditions on the column response. Lastly, optimal corrugated core column designs that minimize mass for a given load capacity are calculated using the failure mode predictions. The results show that corrugated core columns compare favorably with competing pyramidal core and hat-stiffened panel designs and are a viable alternative for in-plane load bearing applications.
Introduction
Sandwich structures are increasingly being exploited for applications that require minimal mass, while maintaining bending stiffness and strength. Initially, metallic sandwich structures were composed of metallic foam or honeycomb cores (Ashby et al., 2000; Evans et al., 1998; Gibson and Ashby, 1997; Bitzer, 1997) . The advancement of fabrication capabilities has allowed for core topologies that have additional functionality beyond primary load bearing (e.g. Evans et al., 1999; Fleck and Deshpande, 2004; Gu et al., 2001; Qiu et al., 2005; Wadley, 2006; Xue and Hutchinson, 2004) . This has expanded design capabilities and made sandwich structures attractive for various new applications, some of which have the potential to include in-plane loading scenarios. The present study investigates the column response of metallic corrugated core sandwich columns composed of SAE 304 stainless steel which was chosen due to its availability for experimental testing.
With the advancement of fabrication capabilities, much of the recent research has focused on the compressive and shear response of various core topologies and of sandwich beams in bending (e.g. Ashby et al., 2000; Zok et al., 2004) . The in-plane compressive response of metallic construction has received limited attention in the literature. Early studies in metallic sandwich construction mainly focused on elastic failure with limited experimental validation which used primitive fabrication methods (March and Smith, 1945; Boller, 1947; Libove and Batdorf, 1948; Bijlaard, 1947) . Additionally, studies on cardboard construction has been carried out to predict failure under in-plane loading but does not include material strain hardening (Nordstrand, 2004) . However, recent work by Côté et al. (2007) and Biagi et al. (2011) has shown that truss core and extruded corrugated core sandwich columns can compete with current industry standard hat-stiffened panels. This work is expanded upon by considering the response of brazed SAE 304 stainless steel corrugated core sandwich columns. Specifically, this study focuses on corrugated core sandwich structures loaded perpendicular to the corrugations (Fig. 1 ). This study is motivated by the recognition that for sandwich structures to achieve widespread use in next generation multifunctional applications, the in-plane loading response must be understood. This study addresses the need to develop analytical and numerical tools for strain hardening metallic corrugated core sandwich structures, which are validated via experiment.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the manufacturing process to create the corrugated core sandwich columns and testing done to characterize the base material. Section 3 presents analytical equations that predict the collapse load for competing failure modes as a function of geometric parameters and material properties. Mechanism maps-where non-dimensional geometrical parameters represent the axes-are generated that highlight the dominant failure mode. Section 4 presents finite element simulations to compare with the analytical predictions. Using the mechanism maps presented in Section 3, columns are designed to fail by predetermined mechanisms and the results from 0020-7683/$ -see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2012. 08.015 experiments are compared with the predictions. These results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents minimum mass designs for the corrugated core columns and comparisons are made with hat-stiffened and pyramidal core designs. Section 7 discusses findings and their implications on cellular structure design.
Manufacturing
Commercially available SAE 304 stainless steel ) is used to manufacture the columns. The motivation for choosing 304 stainless steels was several fold. The most important reason for this choice was the ability to design specific core and face sheet dimensions to enable exploration of the structure design space and all potential failure modes active in a strain hardening material, using available testing capabilities. Moreover, the manufacturing technique has been widely used and well established in the literature. See Philips et al. (2008) and Queheillalt and Wadley (2005) for more details on the process. The corrugated cores are fabricated using a folding technique in which a CNC operated press makes alternating folds to a flat sheet (M&J Engineering, Goleta, CA), illustrated in Fig. 2 . For all of the stainless steel corrugations, sheets are folded to an angle x ¼ 45 relative to the horizontal. The sandwich columns are created by bonding the corrugated core between 304 stainless steel face sheets through a brazing process. Stainless steel face sheets of various thicknesses are laser cut to the appropriate dimensions and a mixture of a polymer binder (Nicrobraze Ò 520 cement) and nickel based braze powder, Ni-22Cr-6.5Si-4.5P (Nicrobraze Ò 31), both supplied by Wall Colmonoy Corporation (Madison Heights, MI), is sprayed uniformly onto one side of each face. The core is placed between the face sheets. Steel blocks, 25 mm in length, are also inserted between the face sheets at either end to allow gripping for the clamped column compression experiments (Fig. 3) . The assembly is then placed into a vacuum furnace (Solar Atmospheres, Souderton, PA) with a small compressive load, on the order of a N, applied to ensure core/face sheet contact. The load was applied via a steel plate placed on the top surface of the sample. The samples are heated for 1 h at 1075°C and a pressure of $ 1e À5 Torr. The process used similar to that set forth by Zok et al. (2004) and Côté et al. (2006 Côté et al. ( , 2007 to produce well bonded specimens. No debonding was observed at the brazed nodes during experimental testing. The mass of each sample was measured before and after bonding and the added mass of the braze was insignificant compared to the core and face sheets. Additionally, the samples were examined for overall curvature and showed that for a majority of samples the curvature present was minimal (discussed in Section 7.1). Additionally, each sample was inspected for ''waviness'' (i.e. the curvature of the face between corrugation nodes) and was too small to measure using available methods.
Given the core ligament length, l, ligament thickness, t, and core angle, x, the relative density can be estimated as (Côté et al., 2006) q ¼ 2 sinð2xÞ
The measured core relative densities for the three designs are given in Table 1 . These cores are shown in Fig. 4 . The fabricated samples were very close to the target geometries of q ¼ 0:053 ð5:3%Þ and q ¼ 0:12 (12%) with a core angle x ¼ 45
. Due to experimental design parameters and practical fabrication constraints, it was necessary to use two different core geometries with the same t=l to achieve the higher relative density core. In Eq. (1), the relative density is a function of the non-dimensional ligament slenderness ratio, t=l, which if held constant along with x, allows cores of different individual geometric parameters to give the same relative density. Uncertainties of parameters not directly measured are calculated using the standard propagation of error formula with 95% confidence.
Material properties were obtained through a uniaxial tensile test following ASTM E8 guidelines (2001) . The tensile response of stainless steel was measured in the as-brazed condition. Specifically, the tensile specimen was coated with a thin layer of braze material and put through a thermal brazing cycle to obtain material properties that would closely resemble those of the sandwich columns. The Young's modulus, E ¼ 210 GPa, and 0.2% offset yield stress, r y ¼ 210 MPa, were found directly from the stress versus strain response (Fig. 5) . The response of the stainless steel shows significant work hardening after yield. The elastic Poisson's ratio for steel is m ¼ 0:3.
Analytical predictions
The mechanical behavior of sandwich structures subject to inplane compression is dependent on the overall panel geometry, core topology and parent material properties. Columns with fixed end conditions are loaded perpendicular to the corrugations (Fig. 1) . The corrugated column of span, L, and width, b, consists of two face sheets of thickness, h, and core with ligament length, l, thickness, t, and core angle, x (Fig. 1) . The core and face sheets are composed of the same isotropic material. The failure mechanisms for a corrugated core column compressed perpendicular to the corrugations, composed of a strain hardening material, have been identified as (i) macro elastic buckling, (ii) macro plastic buckling, (iii) elastic face wrinkling, (iv) plastic face wrinkling, and (v) elastic core shear failure. These can be seen in Fig. 6 . Following the analysis of Côté et al. (2007) analytical predictions governing the sandwich column failure are presented.
Macro buckling
Euler buckling and core shear failure have been identified as two modes of macroscopic failure. The bending and shear buckling modes are coupled modes of failure. The general formula for the critical macro elastic bucking load of a sandwich column with thick faces is given by Allen (1969) and Zenkert (1995) to be with the flexural rigidities for a corrugated core sandwich defined as
where E is the Young's modulus and m is the Poisson's ratio of the material and the geometric properties are as defined above. The shear rigidity, S, of the sandwich column is assumed to be set by the shear rigidity of the corrugated core only (Côté et al., 2007) , neglecting the shear stiffness of the faces. Following the analyses of and Côté et al. (2006) , in which the bending stiffness of the struts is negligible compared to their stretching stiffness and are assumed to be pin jointed, the shear rigidity as a function of core geometry is
where G 31 is the shear modulus of the corrugated core. The contribution of the core to the overall flexural rigidity has been neglected. When loaded in-plane, perpendicular to the corrugations, the deformation of the core is bending dominated and has a negligible contribution to the overall flexural rigidity of the sandwich structure. Note that plane strain conditions are assumed and a factor of ð1 À m 2 Þ is introduced to the expressions. Fixed column end conditions are assumed with k ¼ 2. The preceding equations for macro buckling are valid if the material remains elastic, or if
where 2r y = ffiffiffi 3 p is the material yield stress assuming plane strain conditions. If this criterion is not satisfied, macro buckling is governed by the plastic response of the material. The macro plastic buckling load is calculated using Eq. (2), with the flexural rigidities modified using the Shanley tangent modulus assumption (Shanley, 1947) . The elastic plane strain modulus, E=ð1 À m 2 Þ, is replaced with the tangent modulus, E t , where E t dr s =d s is the tangent modulus of the plane strain true tensile stress versus logarithmic stain curve of the parent material, evaluated at r s ¼ P cr =2bh. In practice, an iterative process is used to obtain the macro plastic buckling failure load. Eq. (2) is evaluated at various E t along the material data curve until P cr =2bh ¼ r s . It is assumed that the core remains elastic with shear rigidity given by Eq. (4).
Face wrinkling
Face wrinkling is a short wavelength instability set by buckling of the face between points of attachment of the core. Dictated by the core geometry, the wrinkling span length is 2l cosðxÞ (Fig. 2) . For a column with face sheets of thickness h, the face wrinkling failure load is
If the inequality in Eq. (6) is not met, the stress in the faces exceeds the elastic limit of the material and the plastic face wrinkling occurs. As above, E t is the tangent modulus of the plane strain true stress versus true strain curve of the material evaluated at r s ¼ P FW =2bh. An iterative process is again used to obtain the plastic face wrinkling failure load with Eq. (6) evaluated at various points along the material data curve until the wrinkling stress equals the material stress in the faces; P FW =2bh ¼ r s . Fixed end conditions are assumed, with k 1 ¼ 2, as initial finite element simulations indicated this to be a reasonable assumption. The validity of this assumption will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.
Failure mechanism maps
Using the above analytical expressions, failure mechanism maps for the in-plane compression of corrugated core columns can be constructed. These give a visual representation of failure, making it easier to identify the operative collapse mode (i.e. the mode associated with the lowest critical load P) for a given column geometry. Failure maps are developed as a function of the nondimensional geometric parameters, h=l and L=l, for a sandwich structure with constant core ligament slenderness ratio, t=l, core angle, x and given material response. The active failure mode boundaries are developed by evaluating the minimum normalized collapse load P P=ðr y bl sinðxÞÞ over a range of h=l and L=l.
Failure mode maps developed for the fabricated core geometries composed of strain hardening 304 stainless steel are presented in Fig. 7 . Indicated on the maps are lines of constant normalized failure load, P, and normalized panel mass, M M=qbL 2 , where M is the panel mass and q is the density of the parent material. These maps were used to design specimens to probe the failure regimes and the results are compared to the analytical and finite element predictions. Columns were designed as closely as possible to follow lines of constant normalized critical load, P, through failure regimes. Although not active in the region of interest for these core designs, it is possible to construct columns whose geometries ( q <$ 2%) allow core shear to become an active failure mechanism in the macro buckling regime (Biagi, 2010) . Section 2 presents the two target core relative densities, q ¼ 5:3% and q ¼ 12%, chosen for fabrication/experimentation. Recall that two specific core constructions were used to fabricate the higher relative density core, which enabled all failure regimes to be probed using available laboratory facilities. The geometries of Table 1 ) result in failure mode maps that are practically identical. As such, the experimental geometries for each are shown on a single map with the average ligament slenderness ratio t=l ¼ 0:058 and core angle x ¼ 43:7 (giving q ¼ 11:6%) (Fig. 7a ).
The analytical and finite element predictions used for comparison employ the individual measured core geometries. Core II was used to manufacture longer samples g, i-m. The failure map for columns constructed from core III, with geometry of t=l ¼ 0:026 and
is given in Fig. 7b , with the experimental designs indicted.
Transverse loading
In comparing competing designs, it is instructive to consider the response of the panel loaded in the transverse direction. For the corrugated core column, this loading direction is parallel to the corrugations (Fig. 1) . For a strain hardening material, the failure modes identified are (i) macro elastic buckling, (ii) macro plastic buckling, (iii) local elastic face buckling, (iv) local plastic face buckling, (v) local elastic core buckling, and (vi) local plastic core buckling.
The macro buckling failure of a corrugated core column of length, L, and width, b, compressed parallel to the corrugations is taken to be described by the critical sandwich buckling load given in Eq. (2). When loaded in this orientation, the core deformation is stretch dominated and the core rigidity, D c , cannot be neglected in the overall flexural rigidity of the sandwich structure as it was when loaded perpendicular to the corrugations. The core flexural rigidity is expressed as
cosðxÞ ð7Þ
leading to a total flexural rigidity of
where D 0 and D f are given in Eq. (3). Using the core shear stiffness, G 32 (Côté et al., 2006) , leads to shear rigidity S ¼ Ebt sin 3 ðxÞ ð1 þ mÞ sinð2xÞ
The elastic limit is set by
where plane strain conditions are assumed in the faces only. The cross-sectional material area of the corrugated core column is
If the critical load exceeds the elastic limit in a strain hardening material, macro buckling (Eq. (2)) will be dictated by the plastic material response and the flexural and shear rigidities must be modified. For this condition, the rigidity of the faces, D 0 and D f , are calculated as in Section 3.1. The core flexural rigidity, D c , and shear rigidity, S, are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) with the elastic modulus, E, replaced by the tangent modulus, E t dr t =de t , of the plane stress true tensile stress versus logarithmic strain curve evaluated at r t ¼ P cr =A.
Local face buckling failure is the short wavelength plate buckling that can occur along the length of the column, between points of attachment of the core and face plates. The width of the plate is set by the core geometry to be 2l cosðxÞ. Following the analysis of Budiansky (1999) for the local plate failure in a hat stiffened panel, the local elastic and plastic failure loads can be calculated. The critical face buckling load is P FB ¼ (Stowell and Pride, 1951) as
where E t dr=de and E s r=e are the tangent modulus and secant modulus taken from the plane stress material data curve, evaluated at r ¼ P FB =A. The buckling coefficient, K, is set by the boundary conditions and the aspect ratio L=ð2l cosðxÞÞ. It is assumed that L ) 2l cosðxÞ and the face buckles in a pattern of half-sine waves of length equal to plate width 2l cosðxÞ along L (Budiansky, 1999; Timoshenko and Gere, 1961) . Consequently, simply supported conditions are assumed on the loaded edges (Bloom and Coffin, 2001 ). Moreover, for both local face and core buckling, simply supported boundary conditions are conservatively assumed on all edges, giving K ¼ 4, as the rotational constraint at the core/node interface is not always well defined (discussed in Section 7.1). Similarly, local core failure is the short wavelength buckling along the length of a core web with width l. The critical local core failure load is expressed as The measured experimental column geometries tested are indicated on the maps.
for elastic or plastic failure.
Numerical simulations
Simulations of the experiments were performed using Abaqus/ Standard commercial finite element software (Simulia of Dessault Systèmes, Providence, RI). To simplify the analysis, the columns were modeled in two-dimensions using three node, shear deformable Timoshenko beam elements with quadratic interpolation (Abaqus B22). Due to material and geometric nonlinearities and the potential unstable buckling response of the columns, a modified Riks analysis was used (Abaqus, 2002) . Loading was simulated using a displacement boundary condition applied to one end of the column. A mesh density of 10 elements per face wrinkling span was chosen to ensure convergence. In order to overcome numerical instabilities at bifurcation, an initial geometric imperfection is introduced to the ''perfect'' column. To avoid over-constraining the problem, a superposition of the first four eigenmodes was used to perturb the column geometry. The magnitude of the imperfection was chosen to be as small as possible, preventing bifurcation while being negligible to the overall column response. For consistency, and assuming that the column failure mechanism is unknown, all column geometries were prescribed the same relative imperfection magnitude. Following this, the minimum magnitude was found to be dictated by the elastic face wrinkling column response. A total imperfection magnitude of 0.15% of the overall column thickness was chosen to create a continuous loaddisplacement response for all failure mechanisms, with each of the four mode shapes given an equal scale factor. Therefore, the simulations lead to an upper bound on the failure load, corresponding to the analytical predictions which are derived assuming ''perfect'' column geometry.
Experiments

Experimental protocol
The loading response of the corrugated core sandwich columns was measured using a screw driven, servo-electric testing machine (Instron Model 5885H, Instron Corp., Canton, MA) with a 250 kN capacity load cell. Tests were performed in accordance to ASTM standard C364/C364M (2007) at a nominal applied strain rate of 5e À5 s À1 . The relative displacement of the column ends was recorded using a laser extensometer (Model LE-05, EIR Ltd., Irwin, PA). Fixedfixed boundary conditions were imposed by clamping the solid material at each end of the column to prevent end rotation during compression. To ensure correct alignment of the sample in the testing machine, specialized fixtures were designed and fabricated. The fixtures were designed to clamp the ends of the sandwich column and so restrict rotation. Moreover, they were designed to screw into the test machine to ensure alignment of the sample, which was confirmed using a gauge block. The fixtures were manufactured using a CNC machine with tolerances on the order of 0.05 mm. Additionally, to ensure flat contact between the surface of the fixture and the column ends, the ends were machined using the same CNC machine. A normal compressive load was applied to the sample. Fig. 8 shows the experimental set up for one of the tests.
Comparison with experimental results
Three samples were tested at each design point, when possible. For a minority of design points only two samples were tested due to manufacturing defects. The observed and predicted failure loads and failure mechanisms for all specimen geometries are summarized in Table 2 .
Macro elastic buckling
For the higher relative density core, specifically core II ( q ¼ 11:7%), it was possible to manufacture and test columns that probe the macro elastic buckling (MEB) region (columns j-m, Fig. 7a ). The loading response of a specimen from design l (h ¼ 0:88 mm and L ¼ 830 mm) is presented in Fig. 9 , and is compared to the analytical failure prediction and finite element simulation. There is excellent agreement between the analytical and numerical failure load. The measured peak load was approximately 24% lower than the predicted value for design l. The load increased linearly until there was very slight out of plane displacement, followed by a softening response after peak load. Photographs of the deformation history at points marked on the loading plot are given in Fig. 9b and show that the column buckles in the predicted manner with clamped boundary conditions. It should be noted that columns j; k and m had a more rapid post buckling softening response.
Macro plastic buckling
Columns with geometries placing them in the predicted macro plastic buckling (MPB) regime were constructed for both stainless steel core densities (Fig. 7) . The response of a specimen from design i (h ¼ 1:47 mm, L ¼ 404 mm) is presented in Fig. 10 and compared to the analytical prediction and finite element simulation. The load increases linearly with displacement until strain hardening occurs to a peak load of 28.77 kN, which is followed by post-buckling softening. The numerical and analytical predictions show very good agreement having peak loads within 3%. There is good agreement between the observed and predicted peak loads, with the measured value approximately 14% lower than predicted. Although there is a knockdown in the measured peak failure load, plastic failure is inferred to be the operative failure mode since the predicted P cr > 2bhr y . This condition is also applied to the plastic face wrinkling failure discussed subsequently. Specimens from design points f ; g; h, and i have observed peak loads within 16% of the predicted values. Specimens from designs c; e, and q have a greater peak load discrepancy of approximately 20-26%, and also deviate from the predicted failure mode (see Table 2 ). The loading response of a specimen from design c (h ¼ 1:88 mm, L ¼ 215 mm) is given in Fig. 11 showing combined macro buckling and face wrinkling. Both the global curvature from macro buckling, and the short wavelength face wrinkling can be seen occurring simultaneously.
Elastic face wrinkling
Columns at design point n were created to probe the elastic face wrinkling (EFW) region (Fig. 7) . A representative loading response from design n (h ¼ 0:38 mm, L ¼ 237 mm) is shown in Fig. 12 along with the analytical and numerical predictions. The load increases to a peak of 2.97 kN where short wavelength buckling of the face occurs jointly in both faces. The analytical prediction overestimates the observed peak load by about 23% but also overestimates the simulation peak load by 17%. The experiment and simulation are in good agreement with a peak load discrepancy of 7%. This discrepancy will be discussed in Section 7. 
Plastic face wrinkling
Five configurations, indicated by points a; b; d; o, and p, were designed and tested to probe the plastic face wrinkling region. The measured response of a specimen from design a (h ¼ 0:88 mm, L ¼ 139 mm), constructed using core I ( q ¼ 11:5%), is given in Fig. 13 , along with photographs of the deformation history. The measured peak load response is 23% lower than the analytical prediction. The finite element and analytical predictions show excellent agreement with peak loads within 1%.
The response for a specimen from geometry point o (h ¼ 1:88 mm, L ¼ 237 mm), manufactured with lower relative density core III ( q ¼ 5.26%), is presented in Fig. 14 . The analytical prediction overestimates the measured peak load by $20%. However for this geometry, the analytical prediction also over predicts the result given by the simulation by approximately 11%. Fig. 15 highlights the plastic face wrinkling deformation observed for columns a and o. The photos are taken at large compressive displacements, well past peak load. Again, the implications of these observations are discussed in Section 7.
Minimum weight design
Optimized corrugated core sandwich panels are calculated to minimize mass for a given critical load. Comparisons are made with optimized hat-stiffened panels and pyramidal core sandwich structures. All panels are composed of strain hardening SAE 304 stainless steel (as described in Section 2). Non-dimensional parameters are used in the optimization allowing various designs to be compared. For many applications, the overall length of the axial load bearing structure is set as a design constraint. Additionally, the core angle of the sandwich panels, x, is held constant during the optimization (x ¼ 45 ). This leaves the other panel geometries (e.g. ligament or web length and thickness and face sheet thickness) to be varied in order to obtain a minimum weight solution. The non-dimensional loading index is defined as P Ã P cr =r y bL and the non-dimensional panel mass index is given as M Ã M=qbL 2 . The panel mass M Ã is minimized for a given P Ã subject to the possible critical failure loads as constraints. For all panels, the minimum mass is found numerically using an extensive search method in which the non-dimensional column geometries are varied over the design space with the minimum mass configuration being calculated at each loading index.
The mass of a corrugated core sandwich column is given as
For a corrugated core sandwich column compressed perpendicular to the corrugations, the non-dimensional geometric variables, h=L, t=L and l=L, are sought (with x held constant) that minimize the mass index, M Ã , at a given load, P Ã , subject to the critical failure load constraints described in Section 3 for an elastic-strain hardening material. The optimization of a hat-stiffened panel follows the analysis set forth by Budiansky (1999) for a simplified geometry. The idealized panel has uniform web thickness, h, and square stiffeners of length w that are spaced at regular intervals, w. If the panel is loaded in-plane, orthogonal to the stiffeners, the response will be that of a monolithic plate. The mass optimization for a pyramidal core column follows the analysis of Côté et al. (2007) . The pyramidal core is constrained to have a square base and therefore displays transverse isotropy in the two orthogonal in-plane directions.
The minimum panel mass, M Ã , as a function of prescribed load, P Ã , for panels composed of strain hardening 304 stainless steel is presented in Fig. 16 . A face wrinkling boundary condition that is dependent on the ratio of face thickness to core ligament thickness (discussed in Section 7.1) is used for the corrugated core columns compressed perpendicular to the corrugations. The corresponding geometric design parameters for a corrugated core panel compressed perpendicular to the corrugations and a pyramidal core panel are given in Fig. 17. 
Discussion
Column compression
The results presented in Section 5 demonstrate the ability of the analytical predictions to accurately capture the dominant failure mechanism for a given column design. Particularly good agreement is seen between the analytical predictions and finite element simulations with a few exceptions. These exceptions exhibit discrepancies in critical load and/or failure mechanism. Initial considerations to explain these discrepancies center around sample imperfections (such as global curvature) and the experimental boundary conditions applied verses those assumed in the analysis. Clearly both will influence the results to some extent. To quantify the influence of curvature on the structural performance of the columns the amount of curvature present in each sample was measured using an optical table. Prior to testing, the out-of-plane eccentricity of each column was measured. Each column was laid on an optical table and feeler gauges were used to measure the maximum separation, z, between the face and the table surface. Simulations were performed that introduce a simple global curvature imperfection in the form of the first elastic eigenmode for the clamped sandwich column. The imperfection has an amplitude equal to the measured value, z ¼ fðc þ 2hÞ, where f is a nondimensional scaling factor related to the total column thickness, c is the core height and h is the face sheet thickness. Samples designed to fail by macro plastic buckling had imperfections of f < 5%, with several samples having flaws too small to accurately measure using this method. The column geometries designed to fail by macro elastic buckling had measured curvatures that ranged f ¼ 2-20%. It has also been shown that the critical load can be most sensitive to imperfections at the transition between elastic and plastic failure (Hutchinson, 1974) , and several MEB column geometries tested are near such a boundary due to testing constraints. This clearly influences the collapse load of the structure-numerical simulations were carried out to show this. An additional influence is the exact boundary condition imposed experimentally compared to the assumption made in the analytical analysis. Although every effort was made to ensure clamped boundary condition, any slight deviation will influence the result. The combination of these two influences accounts for the discrepancies observed in the MEB results. An important, yet subtle factor that influences the column response was identified in this study and must be considered when designing and analyzing these structures. The face wrinkling boundary condition is a key influence in the fidelity of the analytical predictions. Care must be taken when assuming the face wrinkling constraints. Simply choosing a conservative pinned boundary can significantly underestimate the failure load and incorrectly predict the operative failure mode, particularly as the core relative density increases. The following discussion distinguishes these and highlights key findings for the response of corrugated core sandwich columns.
When face wrinkling (elastic or plastic) is the dominant failure mode, the analytical predictions overestimate both the finite element simulations and experiments for some of the geometries with the lower density cores ( q ¼ 5:26%, samples n-p). For the higher core relative density ( q ¼ 11:5%, samples a; b; d) the analytical predictions are in excellent agreement with the simulations. This trend can be seen in Table 2 for columns designed in the plastic face wrinkling regime. For samples a; b, and d, which have core relative density q ¼ 11:5%, the analytical and finite element peak loads agree within 1.3%. For the lower core density columns, o and p, the ), pyramidal core sandwich columns (x ¼ 45 ) and hat stiffened panels. The corrugated core sandwich columns are optimized for loading perpendicular to the corrugations and parallel to the corrugations. The hat-stiffened panels are optimized for axial loading and transverse loading. All panels are composed of strain hardening 304 stainless steel.
(a) (b) Fig. 17 . The optimal geometric design parameters, corresponding to the mass optimization presented in Fig. 16 , for a (a) corrugated core sandwich column compressed perpendicular to the corrugations and (b) pyramidal core sandwich column, made of strain hardening stainless steel. analytical peak load overestimates the simulation by as much as 13%.
Investigating the reason for these differences led to an examination of the deformation history of the face wrinkling columns. Fig. 15 shows photographs of face wrinkling failure at large displacements, well past peak load. Fig. 15a , having q ¼ 11:5% (sample a), shows that even at large displacements the nodes (points of attachment between core and face sheet) do not rotate. Fig. 15b , which has lower core relative density ( q ¼ 5:26%), shows rotation at the nodes. This deformation is representative of all plastic face wrinkling columns tested with the lower core relative density. This lack of rotational constraint was not considered in the original analytical predictions (where k 1 ¼ 2) (Eq. (6)). With respect to the lower relative density core columns, although the amount of rotation at peak is not apparent, the photographic images in conjunction with the overestimation of the simulations by the analytical predictions indicate that the face wrinkling rotational constraints lie between the ideal limits of simply supported and clamped. For the higher relative density cores the analytical predictions and simulations are in excellent agreement, indicating that the fixed face wrinkling end condition is a reasonable assumption.
These results suggest that the face wrinkling boundary conditions vary with column geometry and must be modified. In order to take this into account, an analysis similar to that used by Valdevit et al. (2004) for the failure of sandwich beams under a bending load is employed. The face wrinkling span is treated as a column with torsional springs at either end. The spring stiffness is set by the rotational constraint imposed by the adjoining core and face members (Bažant and Cedolin, 1991; Valdevit et al., 2004) . For this case, as a conservative approach, the contribution of the adjacent face members to the rotational stiffness is assumed to be negligible since ideally, face wrinkling failure should occur simultaneously throughout the faces. Therefore, only the core ligaments contribute to the rotational stiffness of the face. Assuming each core ligament is a beam with spring-spring end conditions, where the moments at either end are equivalent, gives a total torsional stiffness contribution from the core to each end of the face member of
where I c is the area moment of inertia of a core ligament (Bažant and Cedolin, 1991 ).
The stiffness values are then inserted into an approximation for the face wrinkling buckling coefficient, k Ã 1 , given in general terms as (Bažant and Cedolin, 1991) 
where I f is the area moment of inertia of the face, l f is the span of the face member and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two ends of the face span. For the corrugated core geometry, Eq. (17) reduces to
Using the varied face wrinkling buckling coefficient, the failure mechanism maps for the measure core geometries are recreated in Fig. 18 to examine the influence of k Ã 1 on the operative failure mechanism boundaries. These maps show the adjustment in failure boundaries assuming three face wrinkling boundary condi- Eq. (19) ) and pinned (k 1 ¼ 1). The column geometries tested are also indicated. Recall that each failure map is constructed for a constant t=l and x. Therefore, the face wrinkling buckling coefficient, k Ã 1 , a function of t=h, will vary with h=l.
First consider the higher relative density cores (Fig. 18a) . For small h=l (< 0:04), the boundaries set assuming the varied face wrinkling end condition, k Ã 1 , are in good agreement with the boundaries prescribed using fixed end constraints. As h=l increases, the boundary between plastic face wrinkling and macro plastic buckling predicted using k Ã 1 shows a transition in agreement to match the boundary set by the pinned assumption for h=l > 0:15. If varied end conditions are assumed, column geometries c and e, which were originally designed to fail by MPB, now lie within the PFW region. However, both the observed and simulated results show failure at a transition between PFW and MPB, which is in better agreement with the boundary prescribed by the fixed face wrinkling end condition assumption. Also, the analytical predictions calculated using k Ã 1 underpredict the finite element peak load by as much as 15%. This indicates that for the higher relative density cores, the fixed face wrinkling end condition is more appropriate, as k Ã 1 does not fully capture the column response for these columns. Concerning the lower relative density cores (q ¼ 5:26%, Fig. 18b) , the boundary between plastic face wrinkling and macro plastic buckling set by assuming k range of h=l. Sample q is now positioned in the plastic face wrinkling region and for all samples, the failure modes observed both experimentally and numerically agree with the failure boundaries predicted using k Ã 1 . Therefore, the failure predictions for face wrinkling columns with q ¼ 5:26% are recalculated assuming k Ã 1 . The results are presented in Table 3 and show very good agreement with both the finite element and observed failure. It is clear that capturing the correct rotational constraint imposed at the core/face sheet interface is critical to predicting the failure response.
Note, the buckling coefficient, k
, is a function of the ratio between ligament thickness and face sheet thickness, t=h, and does not consider the core relative density or ligament slenderness ratio t=l. However, the results indicate that the core properties influence the face wrinkling boundary condition. Specifically, there appears to be a transition in the rotational constraint, dependent on core properties, where a fixed end condition assumption becomes more appropriate than the varied end condition assumption. A preliminary study was performed to probe the role of core relative density. This suggests that the transition to a fixed end condition occurs at approximately 8% for these geometries. However, further analysis is necessary to relate the boundary condition to both t=h and core relative density over the relevant design space and adapt the face wrinkling buckling coefficient approximation to take this into account.
Optimal designs
For structures composed of strain hardening 304 stainless steel, sandwich panels and hat-stiffened panels have similar behavior at very low load indices P Ã (P Ã <$ 0:002) (Fig. 16 ). However as P Ã increases (i.e. P Ã >$ 0:002), hat-stiffened panels outperform both pyramidal core panels and corrugated core panels loaded in either in-plane direction. Côté et al. (2007) show similar results for the pyramidal core and attribute the discrepancy to the local buckling mode of the hat-stiffened panel which involves both bending and twisting. This gives the stiffened panel an advantage over the sandwich columns whose local failure is governed by weaker face wrinkling.
Corrugated core columns loaded perpendicular to the corrugations have similar performance characteristics to competing pyramidal core sandwich designs. Fig. 17 illustrates the optimal design parameters for these two sandwich structures. The optimal face thickness, h, and ligament length, l are similar, while the ligament thickness, t, for the corrugated core is much thinner than for the pyramidal core. The shear modulus for a corrugated core scales linearly with ligament slenderness ratio t=l, while for a pyramidal core, the shear modulus scales with ðt=lÞ 2 . Corrugated cores have continuous material through the width of the panel, while pyramidal cores have discrete ligaments that must be thicker in order to achieve similar core shear stiffness. For this loading scenario, the active failure mechanisms for optimal corrugated core columns in the plastic region (P Ã > 10 À3 ) are plastic face wrinkling and macro plastic buckling. The same mechanisms are active for the optimal pyramidal core column in the plastic regime (P Ã > 8 Â 10 À4 ). Local plastic face buckling and macro plastic buckling are the active failure mechanisms in the plastic region for hat-stiffened panels loaded axially (P Ã > 4 Â 10 À4 ). The performance advantage over competing designs can be seen however, when optimal corrugated core columns are loaded parallel to the corrugations. For this loading scenario, optimal failure in the plastic region (P Ã > 10 À3 ) is governed by simultaneous local plastic face buckling, local plastic core buckling and macro plastic buckling. The pyramidal core panels have the same loading response in the two orthogonal in-plane loading directions. Hat-stiffened panels loaded in the transverse direction behave as a monolithic plate that are clearly inefficient for in-plane loading compared to the other panels. This makes the corrugated core sandwich panel an attractive alternative to competing panel designs, particularly for combined loading scenarios.
Concluding remarks
Analytical, numerical, and experimental methods have been used to characterize the failure response of corrugated core columns under in-plane loading. Analytical formulae are used to construct failure mechanism maps, from which specific test geometries are selected to probe each failure region. The results show that the analytical predictions can accurately predict the failure response for columns composed of a strain hardening material. The discrepancies observed in some cases highlight the role of column imperfections and imposed boundary conditions on the overall column response. Proper understanding of the imposed boundary conditions is critical to accurately employing the design tools. For the columns in this study, a face wrinkling boundary condition that depends in the ratio between core ligament thickness and face sheet thickness is valid for the lower density core. At the higher core density tested a fixed rotational constraint is appropriate. Further investigation is necessary to quantify the relationship between core relative density and face wrinkling rotational constraint. Using the analytical predictions, an optimization has been carried out to minimize panel mass for a given load. The analysis demonstrates that corrugated core columns compete favorably with pyramidal core columns and hat-stiffened panels, particularly for combined loading scenarios. 
